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West Bengal State Univer�ity
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2011
PART- II
GEOGRAPHY-GENERAL
Paper -II
( New & Old Syllabus)
Duration : 3 Hours ]

[ Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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( New Syllabus)
GROUP-A

( Population and Social Geography )
( Full Marks : 30 )
( 91_�: �o)
CATEGORY-A
C!t� -A

t

Answer any one question within 300 words.
�-C<W, �� � �

1.
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1 xlO = 10

How do the differential shapes of age-sex pyramid of different countries explain their
socio-economic condition ?

�?

2.

Define International Migration. Discuss the causes and consequences of International
3+7

Migration.
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CATEGORY-B

C!l°9'" - :s

Answer any four questions within 150 words each.
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3.

What are the social determinants of fertility in India?
� \S.q�GH:I >il)il�<fl ��¥1" � � ?

4.

Discuss briefly the problems associated with poverty.
� ��� ��¥1" ���9f 151ICC115-il � I

5.

Discuss in brief the nature and causes of illiteracy in India.
�,�'5<!C4' R���\!>I� �

6.
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Identify the region of low population density in world and factors behind it.
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7.

Discuss the causes and nature of seasonal migration.
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8.

Briefly discuss the characteristics of underpopulation.

9.

Discuss the various measures of mortality.
�� � �9f�¥1" '511Cil115-il � I
GROUP-B

•
( Economic Geography )
( Full Marks : 30)
(
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CATEGORY-A

C!l°9T - A
Answer any one question within 300 words.

10.

1 X 10 = 10

Define 'Plantation. Agriculture. Discuss the salient features of plantation agriculture
with special reference to Tea cultivation ·in India.·

3+7
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Analyse the causes of localisation of Cotton Textile Industry at Western region of
India. Mention the problems and prospects of this industry in India, at present.

5+5.
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CATEGORY-B

Answer any four questions within 150 words each.
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12.

Discuss about the various sectors of economy.

13.

What are the favourable geographical conditions of coffee plantation?

14.

Define Cottage Industry. State the significance of this industry in Indian economy.

15.

Discuss the method of shifting cultivation in Tribal India.

16.

State the important locational factors for development of petroleum refuiing industry.

17.

Discuss the characteristics of large scale industries in India.

18.

Discuss various problems associated with intensive subsistence rice farming in lndia.
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( Regional Geography a,nd Environmental Issues of India )
( Full Marks: 40)
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CATEGORY-A

Answer any two questions within 300. words each.

19.

2 X 10 = 20

Discuss the bases of broad physiographic region of India. Describe the characteristics
4 +6

of Deccan Trap.

20.

Define Industrial Region. How does Asansol-Durgapur region become an important
2+8

indu.strial belt in Eastern India ?

21.

and identify the major
Discuss the causes of soil erosion
.
. soil erosion prone areas in

5+5

· India.

22.

Discuss the causes of flood related with Indian Monsoon. Suggest some measures to
5 +5

mitigate the problems of flood in India.
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CATEGORY-B

�cft" - B
Answer any four questions within 150 words each ..
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23.

Distinguish between formal and functional region.

24.

Describe the role of irrigation in agricultural activities in Punjab-Hruyana wheat belt.

25.

Discuss the methods of soil conservation in India.

26.

Define social forestry and mention its importance.

27.

Mention various causes of desertification in India.

28.

Distinguish between Reserved forest and Protected forest.

29.

Discuss with examples about macro, meso and micro regions.
Macro, meso ��� micro '5l"<l3� � ��� '5lfl¢115--!I �I

